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FLOW-MARKINGS AND LODE-CASTS

SIR,—In a recent paper by one of us in this Magazine it was claimed that
confusion has arisen around the terms " flow-marking " and " load-cast ",
and it was proposed to revive the term " flow cast" of Shrock for some
structures which might have been described as " load casts ". These remarks
have led to correspondence between us, the outcome of which is a
compromise which may prove of interest to your readers.

We agree that the sole markings of greywacke and sandstone beds may
be due to a variety of causes, and as these may operate in combination
a certain ambiguity of nomenclature is inevitable. In the course of deposition
of a bed of sand on a plastic mud surface, at least five processes may occur;
these are:—

(a) Grooving leading to groove casts, long straight furrows filled by the
sand.

(b) The cutting of lobate incisions into the mud surface, which incisions
are subsequently filled by sand. This process is fluting, and the resulting
cast structures are flute casts. We agree with Crowell that this latter term
is preferable to " flow markings " which might comprise other structures
than those for which Rich introduced it. Flute casts will thus truncate the
laminae below them, and within them the laminae will be undisturbed, either
horizontal or current-bedded.

(c) The horizontal movement of the base of a bed of sand during or after
its emplacement on a mobile substratum, combined with sinking and
ploughing up of the latter. This might be called flow, and the resulting
structures flow casts. It is not certain that Shrock envisaged this process in
coining the term; though he does cite Earp and Sorby who did invoke
sediment flow, and his figures 117 and 118c represent structures which
appear to have slid into position. It is clear that in these structures the
laminae below and above the cast surface will be equally involved and that
the structures must be pulled over in the direction of flow.

As turbidity currents build up their deposits gradually they do not normally
give rise to a viscous deposit flowing over and covering a sea floor. Hence,
flow casts are rare and restricted to localities where post-depositional move-
ment ensued. But some current drag occurs within a sandy bed as it is
formed by a turbidity current. This does not usually leave a visible record,
except when superimposed on other sole markings which then become
asymmetrical in the current direction. This may be the origin of the
asymmetry in the small features Walton (1956) has called " flame structures ".

(d) The vertical adjustment of the basal material to unequal loading. The
relief of the lower surface causes it to sink into the underlying mud which
is of lower density. Part of the structures described by Shrock as flow casts
belong in this class.
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The most suitable name for these structures is " load cast " ; deformation
may affect both beds but is essentially in the vertical sense only; no slumping
can be deduced from them, and current drag is insignificant.

(e) Differential compaction, at stages later in the history of the rock, may
produce a bending of the laminae below a cast structure. The load cast may
thus be deformed as Dzulynski and Radomski (1955, Fig. 6) pointed out.
A flute cast may in this way come to resemble a load cast by the deformation
of the underlying laminae. It was in this sense that Prentice interpreted the
figures given by Carozzi,1 in which the undisturbed lamination above the
cast suggests a flute cast rather than a load cast. Kuenen claims that such
structures might arise by loading, of insignificant irregularities of the mud
flow, and he therefore agrees with Carozzi.

A combination of flowing and loading has been invoked by Macar and
Antun (1950) to explain their "pseudo-nodules". It is clear that both
fluting and flowing will commonly be associated with loading, so that a
precise terminology for every structure will probably never be possible.

Many of these structures are not confined to greywacke sequences. Thus,
the structures described by Emery (1950) as due to the slow deposition of
sand on marshland clay may be compared with load casts. Dunes enroaching
on mobile deposits can act in the sarrfe manner. Kryoturbation, in which
the mobile condition is induced long after deposition by permafrost and
thaw, can also lead to deformation of a load cast type; flow casts may also
develop under these conditions as a result of solifluxion.

It is hoped that the terminology here suggested will prove satisfactory.
Both authors are actively investigating these and related phenomena, and
would welcome any comments from your readers.
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